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Some avian taxa in our care have been exhibited in a similar manner for decades. 
Specifically the practice of exhibiting parrots in open displays - 'parrot islands' or 
‘parrots on a perch’ to some - has been a common theme in many facilities.  
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The question is - why are these highly social and vibrant species often relegated to 
such displays while other taxa are not?  
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Why are other species not found sitting individually on a perch or stand in public 
view? 
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Many species would be considered completely unacceptable to house or exhibit in 
such a manner. Are we doing what is best for our parrots? 
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The beauty, social nature, intelligence and talking ability of parrots has long 
fascinated humans.  Historical records indicate that parrots and other birds with the 
capacity to talk (mynahs, starlings, ravens) have been kept as pets dating back to the 
ancient Egyptian, Greek and Roman cultures.   
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While many of us first encountered a parrot in a cage at the local pet store, they have 
truly been a expected staple for zoo and aquarium guests.  
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A parrot's natural behavior tends to find then ambling on the ground or through the 
trees using their specially adapted  zygodactyl feet and using their beak as a third 
dexterous appendage. This willingness to stay 'grounded' on a perch so-to-speak 
when their flight feathers were clipped definitely led to a widely accepted practice of 
exhibiting parrots on branches in open areas. 
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Before further discussion, I must absolutely state that I have no formal scientific basis 
to question how housing parrots in this manner is positive or negative on the birds or 
on the experience our guests have while seeing them in our institutions. My purpose 
here is to ensure we continuously ask ourselves if the methods and motives behind 
our husbandry practices weigh the needs of the birds, the guests, the staff and the 
resources available as equally as possible.  
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I have been asked what I feel are the differences between a parrot on a branch in an 
open space outdoors and having the same branch covered by a cage or netting. My 
initial concern is typically one of animal safety. I am often told that parrots which are 
held outdoors on perches or branches are more commonly retrieved and placed in 
contained spaces overnight. This would then alleviate the concern from predators or 
from accidents. A contained exhibit would though remove the need for staff to 
transport the animals daily and allow the birds continuity in a defined territory 
potentially.  
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Another safety consideration may be the ability for the guests to directly access the 
birds. Theft of animals does occasionally occur in our facilities. As a result, we should 
incorporate identifying parrots using leg bands (especially closed leg bands for all 
captive reared birds) and subcutaneous transponders/microchips into our routine 
husbandry practices.  
After safety is addressed, I feel that the next item tends to be animal visibility.  
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I must admit seeing a parrot close-up without a barrier is certainly engaging for our 
guests. But I do believe the wide variety of barrier and caging options available to us 
today are able to provide equally impressive views when presented properly. 
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I am often more interested in indoor spaces - especially large ones - which house 
other species in a free-flight situation while restricting parrots to a perch or branch. 
The question I ask at these facilities is - why do you not allow the birds free-range 
within the space? Of course these are often situations where our perception 
becomes reality. 
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The next several images were supplied from staff at Moody Gardens in Galveston, TX. 
They wanted to share their experiences and decision making processes regarding this 
topic - for which I am truly grateful. 
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The Rainforest exhibit has traditionally exhibited parrots stationed on perches within 
the free-flight area. After re-opening the rainforest exhibit in 2011 (after being 
damaged by Hurricane Ike in 2008) the decision was made to cease wing-trimming 
the parrots that were on perches.  They would of course still have the luxury of 
having them within the exhibit  if they ended up off the perch.  In the beginning they 
did see a particular pair that ended up off the perch quite a bit, but  this was believed 
due to social dynamics and the fact that the parrots were not accustomed to large 
crowd. 
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The immediate goal of allowing the parrots to remain fully-flighted was actually more 
about their safety - since the perches were over water. The more  difficult issue 
actually dealt with staff perception. Mainly that if the parrots moved themselves 
from the perches to spend time in the trees - it was completely fine. In the end the 
staff feels that there has a potential reduction in stress levels in the birds having such 
freedom - as well as on the staff 
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Many of the parrots in the Moody Garden situation are very similar to the birds many 
of us have in our own facilities - in other words they were companion animals taken 
in as donation from the public. It is quite often the case that these birds were 
handreared without any natural or parental involvement. When the time came to 
fledge and spread their wings they are typically flight restricted in a cage or by 
trimming flight feathers. It has been noted that if young parrots do not learn how to 
fly at an earlier age it is quite difficult if not often impossible to have them achieve 
true flight later in life. So often, life on a perch is all these birds have known and it 
may be completely acceptable to continue to keep them in this manner. 
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Regardless, the Moody Gardens staff believes they have made progress in their 
practices - from designing new perching,  ceasing wing trimming and changes in 
managing these birds (less time on the perches, lots of rotation and training 
opportunities)….less afraid of them ending up in the trees and not being able to 
retrieve them. 
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So if we accept that some parrots would actually be well-suited to living life on a 
perch due to behavioral considerations, can we at least agree that the there are 
choices that can ensure the highest levels of animal welfare? 
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When looking at our own collections, we would certainly admit that an exhibit with a 
single flamingo would be considered out of the ordinary.  
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Or a lone penguin would cause us to question the husbandry choices being made.  
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Then why would we allow a parrot to remain by itself? Yes there are often underlying 
circumstances due to aggression or medical or behavioral issues.  
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But there is no doubt that almost all parrots are highly social creatures- even forming 
bonds outside their species and flocking in larger multi-taxa groups. I would 
encourage every one of us which has a single parrot to consider the possibility of 
offering a companion. My personal experiences alone have shown the benefits of 
even having birds in visual or auditory proximity to each other can stimulate positive 
reactions and behaviors. 
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While providing enrichment is now an expected and routine aspect of our animal care 
regimen, we should continually evaluate the opportunities provided to our parrots in 
all displays. When housed on perches, do we offer enough stimulation for our birds? 
If we do offer it - are the opportunities being utilized and evaluated consistently? I 
would urge all facilities to discuss the methods and practices used to enrich the day-
to-day existence of these birds. 
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Any time we discuss housing parrots we should absolutely mention the most 
interactive formats - budgie and lory aviaries. While having their own management 
and operational challenges, these spaces are being created for parrots and parrots 
alone usually - and for that we should be pleased. The experience our guests have is 
something that often has a long lasting positive effect - and makes them more tied to 
the natural world. 
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The experience our guests have is something that often has a long lasting positive 
effect - and makes them feel more  connected to the natural world. 
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The question then begs - if we can build large aviaries to truly appreciate these 
parrots - can we continue to be on the cutting edge and work toward housing other 
parrots in facilities that showcase their beauty in flight when possible? 
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The Cincinnati Zoo has taken existing space and repurposed it for a truly unique 
parrot display. They have combined their large group of keas into an aviary to flock 
the birds as they would be found in the wild. The interaction had been good for the 
guests and good for the birds - with successful reproduction occurring for a species 
that is often difficult to breed in US zoos. 
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The interaction had been good for the guests and good for the birds - with successful 
reproduction occurring for a species that is often difficult to breed in US zoos. 
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The trend in zoos and aquariums has been and should continue to be an evaluation of 
current best practices. Where parrots are concerned it appears that identifying the 
needs of the birds on a species by species basis as well as an individual animal basis is 
equally as important.  
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